
Step 1: Tie back your hair if necessary. With dampened fingertips,
apply a small amount of the Essential Milk to your skin and
massage with gentle circular motions. Rinse with cool water and
pat dry. Apply the Essential Toner on a cotton pad and sweep
across the face and neck.

Step 2: Open of packet of Peel Pads. Use the pebbly side first to
smooth away dead cells from the surface, then the smooth side to
polish your skin. The single use Peel Pad is a fantastic way to
exfoliate your skin with AHAs and Vitamin C. Use these for once or
twice per week application to keep your skin glowing!

Step 3: Empty the Lactic Acid Peel Booster sachet into a small dish
and use one swab to apply the Booster evenly starting at your
forehead, rolling the AHA onto your skin as you move downwards.
You may include your brow bone, but avoid your eye lids, leaving
an oval around each eye. Include the sides of your face, nose,
jawline and neck and leave an oval for your mouth. The Peel
Booster stays on for 5 mins; do not rinse off.

Step 4: During the time your Peel Booster is on, prepare your
Delicate Peel by mixing both sachets of Vitamin C and AHA in the
same small dish. After 5 mins is done and using the second swab,
apply the Delicate Peel in the same manner as the Booster. Wait
for 10 mins. It is normal to feel tingling during both steps of the
peel.  Once the 10 minutes has passed, rinse with cold water.

HOME FACIAL KIT

This hydration system will help
alleviate dry dehydrated skin by first

eliminating dead skin cells and
encouraging new cells to the surface,
followed by a deep hydrating mask.

Includes an easy-to-use Delicate Peel
and Booster combo with gentle AHA’s,

a Biocellulose Mask for quick yet
effective product penetration, and a
superb exfoliating peel pad to scrub

away those pesky dead skin cells. Get
ready for a serious thirst quench for

your skin!
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Step 5: Unwrap your Water Source Sheet Mask and remove
the protective layer of the mask so you just have the
biocellulose film left. Apply the mask to your face, fitting the
cutouts for the eyes and mouth to your own. Leave on for 15
mins. The mask adheres very well so you can sit while it’s on
or enjoy the full relaxation effect and lay down! No need to
rinse after removal.
Note: your bio-cellulose mask is 100% biodegradable.

Step 6: Finish your treatment with a small amount of
Hydramemory Serum and Hydramemory Cream. Press
the serum first into face and neck and follow with the
Moisturizer.


